
BUSINESS PLAN WRITING 101 FOR KIDS

business plan guide to writing a. What is a business plan? A business plan is a written document that describes an idea
for a product or service and how it will.

Key assumptions and risks Finally, your business plan should detail the key assumptions you have made that
are important for your businesses success. A market segment is a group of people or other businesses that you
could potentially sell to. In fact, it can be much easier to start with a simple, one-page business plan â€”what
we call a Lean Planâ€”and then come back and build a slightly longer, more detailed business plan later. Is it a
good fit for them? Here are a few areas that you might consider as part of your promotional plan: Packaging If
you are selling a product, the packaging of that product is critical. If you have images of your packaging,
including those in your business plan is always a good idea. Metrics are the numbers that you watch on a
regular basis to judge the health of your business. Appendix If you need more space for product images or
additional information, use the appendix for those details. They are the drivers of growth for your business
model and your financial plan. Future products and services All entrepreneurs have a vision of where they
want to take the business in the future if they are successful. The most important thing to illustrate in this
section of your business plan is how your solution is different or better than other offerings that a potential
customer might consider. Public relations Getting the media to cover youâ€”PR â€”can be a great way to
reach your customers. Company overview and team. The reasoning for that is twofold: First, you want your
business plan to be read and no one is going to read a page or even page business plan. Content marketing A
popular strategy for promotion is engaging in what is called content marketing. Most people write it last,
though. Baker Or you could focus on other types of baked goods to sell online or in local stores with the help
of a parent. Podcaster Podcasting can be another viable business opportunity for kids. Dog Walker For those
kids who love spending time with animals, a dog walking business could be the perfect opportunity to get
started with business ownership. Balloon Artist Balloon artists also often work at festivals and similar events.
What risks are you taking with your business? For some products and services, you might want to describe use
cases or tell a story about a real user who will benefit from and be willing to pay for your solution. Ideally, the
executive summary can act as a stand-alone document that covers the highlights of your detailed plan. Jewelry
Designer Crafty businesses can be perfect for kids just getting into business ownership. Coloring Book
Designer Or for kids who like drawing and designing, creating coloring books can be another viable business
opportunity. When identifying target markets, a classic method is to use the TAM, SAM, and SOM
breakdown to look at market sizes from a top-down approach as well as a bottom-up approach. Gardener Or
you could help people tend to their gardens and provide some basic outdoor maintenance services. Most small
businesses and typical startups can skip this and move on. Perhaps they need to target athletes or business
people who need formal shoes for work, or perhaps they are targeting children and their families. Another way
to think about key assumptions is to think about risk. Tutoring Service Provider Kids can also offer tutoring
services to younger kids who need help with particular subjects in school. Event Organizer Kids who like
planning events could also plan their very own events, with the help of an adult supervisor, and then charge
admission or make money from sponsorships. Book Seller For anyone with a big collection of books, or at
least the means to acquire them, you can start an online bookstore or sell books on sites like Amazon. The
focus should be on bringing your first products and services to market. Key customers The final section of
your target market chapter should discuss key customers. You will still need to cover the logistics of how you
will get your products to your customers from your warehouse, but a direct distribution model is usually fairly
simple. How are your competitors positioning themselves? It comes first in your plan and is ideally only one
to two pages. First, identify your market segments and determine how big each segment is.


